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Recent drug bust reveals 
hidden habits of some 
Marijuana, prescription pills among 
top abused substances of students 
TRENT STUART 
Alestle Reporter 
The arrest of a former SIUE baseball 
player uncovers the ugly truth that a drug 
problem on campus may be closer to stu-
dents than they realize. 
The Metropolitan Enforcement Group 
of Southwestern Illinois allegedly ca1,1ght 
junior Austin Verschoore last month after 
receiving an anonymous tip that he was re-
ceiving large amounts of drugs in the mail. 
The enforcement group arrested Ver-
schoore, finding various amounts of pills, 
cocaine and cannabis in his car and apart-
ment. 
According to Police Chief Kevin 
Schmoll, the SIUE Police Department has 
had an officer assigned in MEGSI since 
2014. He believes this is part of what the 
police can do to keep incidents like what 
happened with Verschoore from continuing 
to happen at SIUE. 
"It's ran by the Illinois State Police, 
and they have undercover officers that are 
assigned to combat the illegal drugs in the 
Metro East area. They're doing a wonderful 
job, the best they can, to keep the hardcore 
drugs off campus," Schmoll said. 
However, the main drug police find 
students abusing is marijuana. Schmoll said 
officers usually have a couple drug-related 
incidents a week. 
Due to a recent law, possession of less 
than 10 grams of marijuana is simply a civil 
violation, which means it is essentially treat-
ed like a traffic violation. Amow1ts exceed-
ing 10 grams would lead to an arrest and 
a misdemeanor charge. Selling marijuana is 
considered a felony. 
However, there are still incidents of 
officers finding students abusing harder 
substances like prescription drugs, which 
Schmoll considers the second most com-
mon drug-related offense at SIUE. To 
combat this, the police department has a 
prescription disposal unit in their lobby for 
anyone to dispose of their prescription pills 
at anytime with no questions asked. 
The amount of prescription pills in 
the Edwardsville area is no secret. Madison 
County has one of the highest rates of opi-
oid prescriptions in the entire nation. Ac-
cording to the Belleville News-Democrat, 
there were 14,367,940 oxycodone and hy-
drocodone pills sold in Madison County in 
2014. The article also highlights that this 
is extremely high compared to the nation-
al average of 182,742 pills sold a year per 
county, making Madison County's rate over 
78 times higher than the national average. 
There is speculation that this high rate 
of pill sales leads to abuse of the drugs for 
their effects. Additionally, there is a possi-
bility of this having a correlation with the 
amount of heroin users in Madison 
County. SIUE Counselor Lind-
say Se~rano, who is also the Al-
cohol & Other Drugs Aware-
ness Task Force Coordinator, 
believes this is the case. 
"People start taking the med-
ications regularly because that's what feels 
normal to them. Eventually, they aren't able 
to get the medication because their doctor 
won't prescribe it again or because they're 
using so much that their 
doctor notices an increase 
and does not give them the 
full dosage. So, that some-
times turns into heroin use 
because it is much more in-
expensive, although it's much 
more deadly," Serrano said. 
The police department is also 
working on keeping this problem away 
from 
t h e 
SIUE 
campus. 
"Hero-
in is bad in 
this area of the 
cotmtr\; and it's 
killing ' people. We 
don't want that to hap-
pen to any of our stu-
dents here," Schmoll said. 
Once a student 
is caught with illegal 
drugs on campus, 
there are certain pro-
cedures users need to go 
through to not only fulfill 
their punishment for the ille-
gal activity, but also to try to pre-
vent further incidents from happening that 
could potentially be more dangerous. 
They first have to deal with the 
legal ramifications for whichever 
law they violated. Additionally, 
according to Schmoll, Student 
Affairs is notified, and the stu-
dents usually have to go through a 
sort of drug safety course. 
Sometimes, it is suggested the student 
should have a meeting with Counseling 
Services if it is believed that he or she may 
have a drug problem. Serrano said Coun-
seling Services' main goal with patients like 
this is to recognize what role the drugs are 
playing in the person's life. If they recog-
nize that it is a serious case, they can refer 
patients to centers that deal with long-
term drug problems. 
More often than not, however, 
Counseling Services sees people who are 
not frequent drug users. 
"Often, when we treat alcohol and 
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drug 
issues, 
it's as second-
ary to the first prob-
lem that somebody is 
coming in for," Serrano said. 
To take further measures for solving 
the drug usage problem at SIUE, Serrano 
and Schmoll both think it needs to start 
with education about the dangers of abus-
ing drugs. 
"One of the problems is that we don't 
educate soon enough. We do some edu-
cation, but we don't really talk about sub-
stance use as much as we should earlier on. 
By the time students get [to Cow1seling 
Services], many have already experimented 
or at least opened that door," Serrano said. 
Some students recognize that drug ed-
ucation has been relevant throughout their 
lives, but agree that it has not completely 
done its job. Sophomore mass communi-
cations major Maggie Mackin, of Edwards-
ville, said she has not had many impactful 
drug education experiences growing up. 
''I don't think there is a huge drug 
problem on campus, especially compared 
to other universities around the country, 
but we can never be too safe. Educating 
students on drugs in a way that they actu-
ally care about is the best way to find better 
results," Mackin said. 
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Evergreen Hall sticky note threat remains unsolved 
KIAH EARL 
Alestle Reporter 
After the unity rally on cam-
pus Tuesday, Nov. 15, students are 
looking to administration to an-
swer their calls for inclusion and 
violence prevention for the entire 
SIUE community. 
A note was found in Ever-
green Hall on the apartment door 
of four white male students that 
said "go home," on Wednesda)~ 
Nov. 9, according to Director of 
University Housing Mike Schultz. 
Schultz said rumors about 
minority students being involved 
in the sticky note incident were 
false. 
''I think tt's important to note 
that the note incident in Evergreen 
was not targeted toward -minority 
students," Shultz said. '.'I've heard 
rwnors about that, but it was four 
white males." 
Junior mass communica-
tions major Corinthian H olts, of 
Chicago, attended the unity rally 
and said the note on the door in 
connect with us 
·anytime online 
Evergreen really upset him when 
he first heard about the incident. 
Holts originally thought the note 
was placed on a minority student's 
door but still thinks the note be-
ing placed on a white student's 
door is equally as problematic. 
"I never thought that some-
thing like this would even happen 
at SIUE," Holts said. "It's even 
more disappointing that the uni-
versity is tolerating this type of 
violence.'' 
According to Schultz, cam-
eras are not in the residence hall 
hallways but are located at the en-
trance ways. 
"There is one at the entrances 
and the exit doors," Schultz said. 
"There are also cameras in the 
laundry rooms in the residence 
halls. At this time, we have no idea 
who placed the notes that night." 
University Housing is cur-
rently still investigating the inci-
dent, according to Schultz, and he 
said anyone with any info rmation 
is asked to come forward . 
Since the incident, Chan-
cellor Randy Pe-mbrook has ex-
- @thealestle 
pressed that the culture of SIUE 
is better than these instances of 
violence and encouraged everyone 
to stand together as the W1iversity 
moves forward. 
''I am extremely disappointed 
to hear of some stories circulating 
that allude to verbal displays ofi.n-
tolerance on campus. Although I 
have not received oflicial word re-
lated to any such instances, please 
trust that I will work with our 
senior leadership team to address 
any actions that violate campus 
rules and value," Pembrook said 
in an email to students Nov. 11. 
In addition to the threats in 
Evergreen, two reports were filed 
Nov. 8, according to the police 
blotter. O ne said that two students 
got into a politically-charged ar-
gun1ent in the parking lot of the 
fitness center. One student drew 
a weapon and yelled derogatory 
comments at the other student. 
However, through investi-
gating the report, police searched 
the car of the student who was be-
lieved to have had a weapon and 
did not find one, according to Po-
@@thealestle' 
lice Chief Kevin Schmoll. 
There was also a report of a 
disturbance in Evergreen Hall but 
no details were given in the report. 
A violence report was also 
filed Nov. 9, in Prairie Hall. It 
is unclear whether this report is 
connected to the others. Schultz 
said he was unaware of this distur-
bance. 
The investigation for the 
threats in Evergreen is ongoing by 
University Housing, according to 
Shultz. 
"We will continue to regular-
ly check in with RA's and students 
to ensure that University H ousing 
is a safe place for students," Shultz 
said. 
Schultz said it is important in 
knowing the facts about incidents, 
and he said he wants to work to-
ward making SIUE a better place 
and developing better relation-
ships between the students and 
administration overall. 
"Since the incident, we've 
held meetings and spaces for stu-
dents to come if they wanted to 
express their feelings about recent 
f The Al~stle 
incidents," Schultz said. "Some 
administration within housing as 
well as RA's got togetl1er to be 
supportive of the students and no 
one came to those meetings." 
It is unclear why no one 
showed up to these meetings. 
Senior psychology major Jade 
Salama, of Edwardsville, said she 
wants administration to be gen-
uine in the future. Salama said 
she believes when instances like 
this happen, it's important that 
the university makes it clear these 
types of behavior won't be toler-
ated. 
"I don't want to go to a 
school where people get away 
with this kind of stuff," Salama 
said. "I hope the university steps 
up and does the right thing for the 
students. Nobody deserves to feel 
like they don't belong, especially 
when we're all paying money to 
be here." 
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News in 
brief 
Sciences to honor 
Charles Darwin 
through lecture 
The departments of biologi-
cal sciences, psychology and an-
thropology as well as the student 
Biology Club will host a Darwin 
Day lecture at 4 p.m., Monday, 
Jan. 30, 2017, in the Meridian 
Ballroom, for students, faculty 
and staff. 
This year, Robert Martin 
from the Field Museum of Nat-
ural History in Chicago will 
present "Human Reproduction: 
From Primate Origins to Dar-
winian Medicine." At the event, 
Martin will also sign copies of 
his book, "How We Do It: The 
Evolution and Future of Human 
Reproduction." 
A reception will follow the 
lecture at Fixins' with light re-
freshments. All are welcome to 
attend. 
Alumna accepts 
national honor 
in D.C. 
SIUE alumna Priscilla Brock 
accepted the 2016 National Arts 
and Humanities Youth Program 
on Nov. 15. The award was 
presented to Brock by the First 
Lady, Michelle Obama, at the 
White House in Washington, 
D.C. Block graduated from the 
College of Arts and Sciences in 
1996 with a bachelor's degree 
in fine arts and is currently the 
director of St. Louis ArtWorks. 
The National Arts and Hu-
manities Youth Program Award 
is one of the highest honors for 
youth programs, and it was pre-
sented to 12 organizations. The 
award acknowledges programs 
for using engagement skills in 
the arts and humanities to help 
develop a wide range of out-
comes. These outcomes include 
increases in academic excellence, 
growth in graduation and col-
lege enrollment rates, improve-
ment in literacy and language 
abilities and communication and 
performance skills. 
Career 
Development 
Cent er ho lds 
clothing drive 
The Career Development 
Center is holding a profession-
al clothing drive Thursday, Dec. 
15, through Thursday, Dec. 
22, and Tuesday, Jan. 3, 2017 
through Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2017. 
It is preparing for the spring se-
mester and is asking students to 
donate some of their old clothes 
including suits, dresses, skirts, 
dress pants, sweater sets, polos, 
blouses and more. 
The drive is to help prepare 
students who are in need of pro-
fessional attire for interviews, 
career fairs, networking events, 
practicums, co-ops and intern-
ships. 
For more information on 
the clothing donation drive, 
contact the Career Development 
Center at 650-3708 or visit the 
office in office in Room 0281 in 
the Student Success Center. 
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Student_ Government proposes 
council to address diversity issues 
MIRANDA LINTZENICH 
Alestle Reporter 
Student Government sena-
tors discussed a student diversi-
ty community proposal that will 
propose a new executive board 
member and diversity council, 
and voted in a new senator at 
their meeting Dec. 5. 
Senior Spanish and French 
major· and Organizations 
Relations Officer Chase Tiffany, of 
Robinson, and senior psychology 
major and Senator Sierra 
Ewing, of Champaign, believe 
the solution to the concerns 
regarding the unity protest and 
lack of diversity on campus is to 
create a committee where those 
marginalized groups can have a 
say in decisions being made on 
campus regarding diversity and 
inclusion. 
The pair presented a 
proposal for a student diversity 
executive board member and 
council that would be chaired by 
the organizations relations officer. 
The proposal will be represented 
and voted on at the next meeting 
Monday, Jan. 23, 2017. 
"Right now we are proposing 
an addition of a new executive 
member of Student Government 
representing diversity," Tiffany 
said. "The officer would have 
their own council or committee 
and would serve as the chair in the 
spring after elections. However, 
due to time restrictions, the next 
voted-upon president might want 
to hand over the responsibilities 
to another executive member." 
According to Tiffany, the 
committee would meet bi-
weekly. One meeting would be 
for working and voicing action 
plans and the other meeting 
would serve as a place where 
administration could attend 
and listen to the members. He 
is hoping the committee will 
eventually get the responsibility 
of planning Diversity Week, 
advocating for diversity training, 
hosting demonstrations and 
talking to administrators. 
"The committee would 
potentially hold as a place 
where voices could be heard and 
actions would be taken," Tiffany 
said to the senators during his 
presentation. 
Tiffany said that they would 
want the committee to work 
alongside the current diversity 
initiatives including the Black 
Lives Matter conferences and 
summits, We Are One and 
Safe Zone, with the support • 
of Venessa Brown, associate 
chancellor for Diversity and 
Inclusion. 
Tiffany has received positive 
'' 
that is still growing," Tiffany said. 
'1\.nyone can reach out to me. It's 
going to be something good for 
students in long rw1 at SIUE." 
The current senators also 
voted in a new senator to 
represent the School of Dental 
Medicine, Jasmine Abdullh, 
who believes there needs to be 
more communication between 
the main campus and the Alton 
Campus. 
"I plan on becoming sort 
of liasion between the main 
campus and the School of Dental 
Medicine," Abdullh said. "For 
example, with the unity rally, I 
found out about it afterwards 
from someone who used to go 
here." 
The committee would be potentially 
hold as a place where voices could be 
heard and actions would be taken. 
Chase Tiffany 
Organ izations Relations Officer 
'' 
feedback from cultural and 
diversity based groups, as well as 
students that worked towards the 
unity Rally. 
"I sent out the original 
proposal to every group and I 
got responses regarding ideas 
for what the committee could 
be doing," Tiffany said. "For the 
most part, everyone seemed to be 
a fan of it." 
Tiffany wants students to 
know that Student Government is 
there to work with administration 
and to help make SIUE a better 
university in every way possible. 
'½.!though I'm the one 
presenting rl:is idea, it's an idea 
Student Government also 
approved the constitution re-
views of the Filipino Martial Arts 
Club and New Life North Min-
istries as well as a constitution 
ratification of the Pre-Physician's 
Assistant Association. 
The next Student Govern-
ment senate meeting will be held 
at 6 p.m. Monday, Jan. 23, 2017, 
in the Goshen Lounge of the 
Morris University Center. 
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School of Dental Medicine Senator 
Jasmine Abdullh reacts to applause 
after the closing statements during 
a Student Government meeting 
Dec. S, in the Goshen Lounge. 
I Sam Kitchen / Alestle 
Organization Relations Officer 
Chase Tiffany proposes the 
creation of a diversity council, in 
which the cabinet would consist 
of a representative from each 
marginalized group Dec. 5. Tiffany 
adds that the community will be 
a place where students can feel 
their voices are being heard when 
it comes to decisions regarding 
diversity. I Sam Kitchen / Alestle 
Unisex bath room coming to Vadalabene Center Spring 2017 
MIRANDA LINTZENICH 
Alestle Reporter 
After nearly two years of 
planning, Facilities Management 
began the construction of a uni-
sex bathroom located in the Vada-
labene Center Nov. 25, according 
to Director of Campus Recre-
ation Keith Becherer. 
Campus Recreation has been 
·working with Vice Chancellor for 
Student Affairs Jeffrey Waple since 
August 2015 to start the planning 
and construction of a unisex bath-
room in the Vadabalene and Fit-
ness Center complex. 
"We knew that it was a high 
priority," Becherer said. "We had 
a lot of identifying to do. We had 
WE ARE AOOING A f-Y 
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The inclusive bathroom is expected 
to be finished by March·2017. 
I Miranda Lintzenich / Alestle 
to make sure that we could do it 
and then we had to get approv-
als fOf the project design and the 
funding of it. Then there was a 
bid process for contractors and 
vendors because we are a public 
university." 
The bid opened Oct. 31, and 
Limbaugh Construction ended 
up placing the bid, according to 
Becherer. 
"The construction just start-
ed over Thanksgiving break so 
that workers ~ould build a barri-
er without it blocking it off from 
students during the school week," 
Becherer said. 
The bathroom, located near 
Equipment Issue, was previously 
located inside the women's lock-
er room that connected to the 
pool. With the new renovation, 
the unisex restroom will serve as 
a connection to the hallway and 
pool without having to go into a 
specific locker room. Instead, this 
will be a family locker room and 
restroom unit that will be con-
venient for individuals who need 
the privacy or the convenience of 
a separate unit. 
"This is a private space com-
ing in from the corridor," Bech-
erer said. "It will meet all of the 
[Americans with Disabilities Act] 
requirements. There is the grad-
uation commencement coming 
up and we will have thousands of 
visitors. Right 1:1ow we don't have 
an opportunity like this and we 
are excited to be able to provide 
that." 
According to Assistant Direc-
tor for Facilities Dave Hagedorn, 
the unisex restroom and locker 
room is the black door located 
next to the ladies locker room. 
"We are hoping that it will 
offer the accessibility and inclu-
sivity for everyone who wishes to 
use it," Hagedorn said. ''It will be 
like what they have in an airport. 
Anyone can use it and it will be 
wheelchair accessible." 
The unit will open up into 
the ladies locker room and will 
have it's own private single lock-
er room that will hold a single 
shower, diaper changing station 
and restroom for individuals that 
need the privacy. According to 
Becherer, this could include in-
dividuals who are transgender or 
non-gender conforming students, 
those who have medical issues or 
~re post-surgery with body image 
issues. 
"Our goal is to serve the 
needs of the indoor pool direct 
access for Family nights," Bech-
erer said. "It will allow w, to ac-
commodate the multiple requests 
and meet the needs of students 
with families or other needs. Us-
ing myself as an example, I am a 
father with two daughters. They 
are at that age where they can't 
really go into the men's restroom, 
but aren't quite ready to use the 
women's locker room by them-
selves." 
Hagedorn said the decision 
was made after noticing trends 
occurring with other peer institu-
tions in remodeling buildings and 
looking at newer construction. 
"There are new needs when 
it comes to students," Hagedorn 
said. "For us, we have a lot of old-
er buildings. Our option is to ren-
ovate to keep up with demands 
and needs of the students." 
So far, Becherer has received 
no negative feedback regarding 
the locker room. 
"This is for any individual 
who would feel rnc;re comfort-
able using this restroom," Hage-
dorn said. '1\nybody can use it 
and we are happy to haYe it there. 
I've heard from students that this 
has been a long time coming. 
We have had some challenges in 
the past that have been related to 
this, especially on family nights 
and with students needing special 
accommodations. This will allow 
us to meet those needs." 
Hagedorn said construction 
is projected to be finished in the 
spring semester by March 2017. 
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An officer issued a written 
warning for speeding 37 mph 
in a 25 mph zone on North-
west Entrance Drive at Lot lL 
An officer issued a scoff.. 
law violation to Illinois regis· 
tered vehicle N998735. The 
vehide was towed by Brown's 
Towing. 
An officer responded after 
Facilities Management claimed 
a black male in ,a black jacket 
and red hat was skateboarding 
on the new concrete outside of 
the Science Building. Facilities 
Management claimed the sru-
dcnt left the area. TI1e call was 
then canceled. 
An officer collected a deb-
it card and turned it in to Dun-
ham Hall. 
An officer responded to 
SIDE Credit Union for a pos-
sible domestic dispute in the 
drive thru. Officers located the 
driver who advised it was onlv 
a verbal disagreement with his 
daughter. 
An officer collected a 
smamvatch that was mrned in 
to the front desk 
An officer took a walk in 
report of fraud from a student 
resident. The student depos-
ited a check into her account, 
and the bank notified that the 
check was fake and her account 
was overdrawn after she took 
a portion of the check and put 
it into another account, as the 
third party requested. 
An officer responded to 
Cougar Village for a report of 
a distttrbanc:e. between a female 
student and her boyfriend. The 
student stated her boyfriend 
was refusing to leave. The ar-
gument was verbal only and 
the boyfriend departed from 
the residence. 
12.02.16 
An officer responded 
to Woodland Hall regard-
ing Illinois registered vehicle 
£772364 being in violation 
of the scofflaw policy. Brown's 
Towing was notified. The vehi-
cle was then towed. 
An officer issued a written 
warning for speeding 59 mph 
in a 45 tnph zone. The offense 
occurred on South University 
Drive at Sradimn Drive. 
A sergeant took a walk-
in report regarding a student 
providing an order of protec-
tion that she filed in Madison 
County. 
An officer issued a written 
warning for disobeying a stop 
sign. The offense occurred on 
Circle Drive at Whiteside. 
An officer issued a written 
warning for speeding 58 mph 
in a 45 mph zone. The offense 
occurred on South University 
Drive at Stadium Drive. 
12.03.16 
An officer issued a written 
warning for disobeying a stop 
sign and no valid driver's li· 
cense 011 tUiiversity Park Drive 
at ResearchDrive. 
An officei: took a report of 
a stolen Macbook from a Prai-
rie Hall dorms room. 
An officer took a report 
from a subject that advised her 
phone was lost on Nov. 13. 
An officer picked 1.1p a 
phone that was found at the 
Student Fitness Center. 
Shawn Stafford Jr. (18 
years old, 505 West Elm St., 
Bloomington) was arrested in 
Prairie Ha.11 for residential bur-
glary and transported to the po· 
lice deparon:ent where he was 
fingerprinted) • photographed 
and processed. On Dec. 4, Staf.. 
ford was transported to Madi-
son County and placed on felo-
ny hold pending application for 
felony charges. 
An officer took a report of 
a theft that occurred in Prairie 
Hall. The victim stated that 
some money had been stolen 
from his room. 
12.04.16 
An officer observed a ve• 
hide crash into a wooded area 
near Stadium Drive and South 
University Drive. The officer 
contacted the male driver who 
was concious, breathing and 
appeared ro be highly intoxi-
cated. EMS was dispatched to 
the scene and transported. the 
subject to A.nderson Hospital. 
The vehicle was towed and the 
investigation, continues. 
An officer met with three 
male subjects in the Cougar 
Lake recreation area. The of-
ficer advised the subjects were 
stargazing. 11ie subjects · re-
turned to their apartments. 
Offic~~;p::sppnded to An-
derson H~iw. and atte$ted 
Devin Bur~ (~l years old, 3A 
HollQway 'p rive, Colluwmle) 
for driving un.4er the influ-
ence. Burch was transported to 
the police department where 
he was fingerprinted, photo-
graphed and processed. Burch 
was also issued a state citation 
for in1proper lane use. Burch 
posted his driver's license as 
bond and was released on a no-
tice to appear. 
12.05.16 
An officer picked up a deb-
it card that was found in the 
hallway of Founder's· Hall. The 
owner of the debit card called 
and said he would pick it up. 
An officer dropped off a 
found debit card at the Mor· 
ris University Center. It was 
turned over to the Bank of 
Americ~ 
An officer took a report of 
a hit-and-run on Illinois regis-
tered vehicle P310118. 
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Correction: 
In the Dec. 1 issue of the Alestle, the article t itled "St udents question food 
availabilit y" contained information regarding vegetarian options at Boss 
Burgers. Boss Burgers does not se ll garden burgers. Also, fries from Boss 
Burgers are cooked with animal fat, which is not a vegetarian option. 
USC Ph. D. st udent accused of fatally 
stabbing professor on campus 
Rosanna Xia 
Teresa Watanabe 
Richard Winton 
Los Angel~s Times 
A University of Southern 
California psychology professor 
was stabbed to death inside a 
campus building Friday by a 
28-year-old student who was 
taken into custody, Los Angeles 
police said. 
Bosco Tjan, a co-director 
of the Dornsife Cognitive 
Ncuroimaging Center who joined 
the faculty in 2001, was identified 
as the victim by USC President 
C.L. Max Nikias. 
''As the Trojan family 
mourns professor Tjan's w1timely 
passing, we will keep his family 
in our thoughts," Nikias said in 
a prepared statement. He said 
counseling would be available for 
students. 
Authorities said they arrested 
Jonathan David Brown, a Los 
Angeles resident, and booked him 
in jail. Brown is a Ph.D. student 
in the lab that Tjan ran, according 
to a USC website. 
Police received a 911 call from 
USC around 4:30 p.m. about a 
victim with multiple stab wounds, 
Los Angeles Police Department 
Detective Meghan Aguilar said. 
Responding firefighters found 
Tjan's body inside the Seeley G. 
Mudd building in the southwest 
corner of the campus. 
Tjan was stabbed in the 
chest, authorities said. Brown 
was apprehended at the scene 
and taken into custody without 
resistance, they said. 
"We want to make dear this 
was not a random act," Aguilar 
said. "This victim was targeted by 
the suspect." 
Aguilar said police were 
interviewing possible witnesses at 
the campus police station across 
the street from the Mudd bw!ding, 
which houses the psychology 
department and classrooms used 
for biology, chemistry and other 
science courses. Clusters of 
students passed by the building, 
but walkways through the area 
were cordoned off. 
Earlier, in immediate response 
to the stabbing, USC issued a 
campuswide alert about police 
activity on campus. "No danger 
to USC or the community," the 
text said. "Stay away from area." 
There were no signs that 
the stabbing death had rekindled 
the widespread concerns about 
campus safety that flared after the 
high-profile slayings of students 
from China in 2012 and 2014 
prompted USC to adopt more 
extensive security measures. 
Mu ad Houry, a senior pre-
med student, said the attack 
did not make him feel less safe. 
He said it only made him more 
aware of how violence can occur 
anywhere and saddened him that 
some students apparently could 
be driven to such unimaginable 
acts. 
When he heard the news, 
Houry said he immediately 
thought of the slaying of a 
University of California, Los 
Angeles professor earlier this year 
by one of his students. Willian1 
Klug, a popular engineering 
professor, was shot and killed 
by Mainak Sarkar, 38, a former 
doctoral student who accused 
him of stealing his research and 
giving it to someone else. 
"UCLA immediately came 
to mind," Houry said. "Another 
stressed-out student, another 
professor." 
Houry, a resident assistant 
for many pre-med freshmen 
who took classes in the Mudd 
Building, texted all of them to 
check on their safety. They were 
fine, he said, but he was preparing 
to offer support and a listening 
ear Friday night. 
Yesenia Brasby, a freshman 
pre-med student who had a 
chemistry class this semester in 
the building where the stabbing 
occurred, said she was surprised 
the violence occurred next door 
to the police station. 
"We feel safe in our little 
bubble, but that's just not the 
case. Anything can happen 
anywhere," Brasby said. With 
the recent stabbings at Ohio 
State University and the UCLA 
shooting, she said, "I feel like 
I always try to be aware of my 
surroundings now. Just because 
there's a gate ( on can1pus) doesn't 
mean something won't happen 
inside, on campus." 
Zhongtang Li, a teaching 
assistant and fourth-year doctoral 
student in chemical engineering 
from Shan.xi, China, said he 
was smnned when he learned of 
the slaying after encountering 
a campus ~lice barricade and 
having to turn around and walk 
home. 
Li said the stabbing seemed 
more frightening than a shooting 
because it was up close and 
personal. Li said he docs not feel 
as safe as before and is second-
guessing how he interacts with 
his own students. 
"I think I'm good with my 
students, but even so, I will 
be even more careful now on 
whether I'm going too hard on 
them," Li said. 
"I'm worried. It $Ce.ms like 
more and more people are losing 
self-control. USC is a good school. 
The students here work hard to 
come here. They have a good 
education - how can anyone act 
like this?" Li said. "I've been here 
for so long; this is the worst thing 
to have happened on campus, the 
hardest to understand." 
Li said he thinks about the 
other senseless violence that has 
occurred in the area. "Random 
killings off campus, now a 
stabbing on campus," Li said, 
shaking his head. 
"I'm just trying to graduate 
as soon as possible," Li said, 
walking quickly away. 
READ MORE WIRE STORIES 
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM 
Mourners listen t o Varun Soni, dean of relig ious life at USC, during a ceremo ny of prayer and remembrance 
honoring slain USC professor Bosco Tjan. I Allen J . Schaben / Los Angeles Times/ TNS 
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1. Looking to be dazzled? Take a trip to St. Louis to see 
fjarden fjlow at the Missouri Botanical Garden, Wild'l..iqh.LJ 
at the St. Louis Zoo or the 13rewery 'l..iqh.LJ at Anheuser-Busch 
Brewery. Each location offers its own intricate display of 
lights sure to brighten your holiday spirit. Just remember 
that, while all ages can enjoy Garden Glow and Wild Lights, 
you must be 21 or older to see the Brewery Lights. Be sure 
to bundle up - each display is outdoors. 
2. If you're looking for a cheaper 
option but still want to channel 
your inner Clark Griswold, 
gather up a car full of 
friends and some hot 
chocolate (cups with 
lids are advised) and 
tnh£ a drwe thrOUIJh 
fdward.4oille's 
residential 
neighborhoods to 
check out some local 
decoration displays. 
For an optimal holiday 
experience, jolly music 
is recommended. 
* 
8. Go ice skating at the 
Steinberg SludhuJ 'Hinh in St. 
Louis' Forest Park. Whether 
you're a skating expert or 
a novice, you're sure to love the 
Midwest's largest outdoor skating 
rink. Go during the day for a warmer 
skating experience, or at night 
to enfoy the dainty white lights 
draped over the rink. And if 
you're a novice, fear not: some 
of the best hospita ls in th~ area 
are just across the street. 
• 
• 
1/. Do some shopping (whether it's of the holiday or window 
variety) at local Edwardsville shops that not only have great 
merchandise, but also festive decorations and d isplays. 
Stores like Sta and StoneJ, fjingham 13uJfaw and 'lfirldand'J 
in particular not only have great p roducts ava ilable for g ift 
shopping, but also have perfected their holiday style. Find 
that perfect gift for mom to soften the blow of all of the dirty 
laundry you'll be bringing home for winter break. 
5. Catch a $2 movie at the Wildey 
1he.alu. Upcoming titles include 
"It's a Wonderful Life," "A 
Christmas Carol," "White 
Christmas" and "A 
Christmas Story." The 
cheap ticket will leave 
you enough money 
to fulfill all your snack 
desires, while the 
retro atmosphere of 
the historic Wildey 
Theater will blend 
perfectly with the 
nostalgia of all your 
favorite holiday classics. 
6. Experience a whole 
neighborhood's worth of cheer at 
Window Walh in St. Louis' Central West 
End. CWE is already full of g reat local 
restaurants and shops, but becomes 
even better every Saturday until 
Christmas with free carriage and 
trolley rides, complimentary 
s'mores and kettle corn, live 
music, street performers, ice 
carvings and even photos with 
Santa Claus himself. 
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Fake news is a real problem 
Thanks to smartphones 
and the internet, people now 
have quick access to more of the 
world's information than ever be-
fore. However, the digital era has 
brought about an entirely new 
challenge for people looking for 
news - anyone can make up any-
thing they want and claim it's a 
fact. 
ALESTLE 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
The Alestle believes, now 
more than ever, it is crucial for ev-
eryone to be literate about what 
media they consume - includ-
ing having the knowledge to de-
termine the validity of an online 
article. 
While lying about news on 
the internet may not seem like a 
big deal, fake news articles can 
have a serious effect on real life. 
For example, a man walked into a 
pizzeria in Washington, D.C. on 
Sunday and fired a gun because 
of a fake news story: According 
to NPR, the assailant, claimed he 
was "self-investigating" online ru-
mors that the business was used 
by Hillary Clinton as a base of a 
child sex-trafficking ring. 
Although most people would 
never go to lengths such as these, 
it's still important to understand 
the worth of what you're reading. 
One of the easiest ways t~ 
have confidence in what you read 
is to get your information from 
time-tested organizations. Out-
lets like CNN, NPR, Fox News, 
The New York Times, MSNBC, 
The Washmgton Post and local 
news stations can usually be trust-
ed. This is not a complete list of 
reputable sources, and some may 
be more liberal or conservative 
than others, but you can be rea-
sonably sure that they have fact-
checked what they're reporting. 
If you find information on 
a smaller, less prestigious news 
site, you can also try to inde-
pendently check the information 
they present. For example, if you 
read a story that quotes President 
Barack Obama saying he was go-
ing to take every.one's ~s away, 
you can easily search for that 
quote. If something like that hap-
pened, every news organization 
in the country, if not the world, 
would have a story about it. 
In addition, a website's 
''About Us" section can be incred-
ibly informative. If the language 
on the page seems dramatic or 
inflammatory, then you should 
probably dig a little deeper into 
the website before you take news 
at face value. It also never hurts 
to consider the website's staff - if 
the only place you can find traces 
of them online is that site, then 
it's probably not a reputable news 
source. 
Most fake news stories spread 
on social media, therefore it is up 
to all of us to help curb the spread 
of fake news. Do your research 
before you share anything. If you 
see your friends or family sharing 
blatantly false news, educate them 
- even if the conversation might 
be uncomfortable. 
It is also important to make 
sure readers are actually reading 
stories. Trouble stems from when 
people see a controversial head-
line and assume that that is what 
the story is actually about. Usu-
ally, controversial headlines are 
used for clickbait and although 
that can sometime be looked at 
as unethical, it is up to the reader 
to make sure that they have their 
facts together as well and by do-
ing that, they have to read the ac-
tual article. Readers cannot look 
at a headline and sum up what 
the story is about by assumption 
because sometimes, headlines are 
satirical and are used as a tool to 
draw people in - negative or not. 
Although we should fact 
check other sources, it is also 
good to fact check your own in-
formation. Our stored knowledge 
can be distorted over time, so it's 
always a good idea to do research 
no matter what. 
People across the world are 
connected now more than ever 
through social media and tech-
nology. This connection means 
we have the power to inform each 
other of what's happening around 
us, and if there is false news 
spreading, we cannot be fully be 
informed of the world around us. 
Each person can help eliminate 
false news across all platforms. 
READ MORE STAFF EDITORIALS 
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM. 
Standing Rock gives hope to activists 
With news arriving of 
the U.S. Federal Government 
refusing to issue the permit 
needed to run a pipeline under 
the Missouri river, Native 
Americans, activists and 
supporters of preserving Standing 
Rock have shown the power of 
a non-violent movement with a 
monumental victory: 
KIAH EARL 
Alestle Reporter 
When first -hearing about 
the struggle Standing Rock was 
facing, my heart immediately 
dropped. I saw another situation 
of marginalized people up against 
privilege and the culture that 
America has built its foundation 
on: taking whatever it wants, 
whenever it wants it, from 
whoever has it. 
Energy Transfer 
the company that was 
Partners, 
planning 
to build the pipeline, has done 
business on multiple• projects 
around the nation and, according 
to The Guardian, the company 
functions under a fast-track 
process that rarely allows for 
opponents to plan an effective 
resistance. 
This victory is important 
for the United States in so many 
ways. From the recent election to 
the continuous Black Lives Matter 
vs. All Lives Matter debate, those 
who arc activists rarely win 
their battles. The death of Keith 
Lamont in September proves that 
any fight we thought was over is 
still very much ongoing. Many 
activists feel as if they are always 
fighting against injustice. This 
Standing Rock victory is a gleam 
of hope at the end of a very Jong 
and dark tunnel. 
The protest at Standing 
Rock was in response to the fact 
that the pipeline would have to 
run through sacred Sioux prayer 
and ritual grounds. For months, 
protesters stood their ground on 
this land against federal police 
who were armed with dogs, 
water cannons, tear gas, rubber 
bullets and grenades were used 
against protesters. 
Three hundred people were 
treated for injury, according to 
The Intercept, but protesters 
never retaliated against police. 
The behavior of the police 
and armed forces at Standing 
Rock is the unfortunate reality of 
the America we live in today. We 
must move forward mindful of 
the capability of our military and 
the willingness of the government 
to allow within their own country 
to be treated like criminals. We 
can no longer be in denial. We 
must be aware and realistic. 
We should all take lessons 
from the activists at Standing 
Rock. While everyone cannot 
stand up to to tear gas, bombs 
and water cannons in freezing 
temperatures, it speaks volumes 
that these people stood for what 
they believed in non-violently 
and came out victorious. 
Fighting for something non-
violently can be exhausting. In 
my own personal battles with 
oppression and injustice, holding 
back anger in situations is very 
hard. Recognizing that violence 
will never solve injustice is 
important. 
Su1dents should not lose 
hope when battling against 
injustice - just keeping fighting. 
Thank you to those who 
fought at Standing Rock for what 
they believed in. Thank you for 
showing us what it means to not 
only be American, but also what 
it means to be human. 
Contact KIAH EARL 
Call 650-3527 
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SIUE 
Standings 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
OVERALL ovc 
Southeast Miss. 4-4 0-0 
E. Kentucky 5-4 0-0 
Austin-Peay 4-4 o~o 
Tenn. Tech 4-6 0-0 
Jacksonville St. 5-4 0-0 
Morehead St. 2-5 0-0 
SIUE 4-4 0-0 
Eastern Ill. 5-3 0-0 
UT Martin 8-2 0-0 
Belmont 4-3 0-0 
Murray St . 4-4 0-0 
Tenn. St. 7-1 0-0 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
OVERALL MVC 
Southeast Miss. 5-5 0-0 
E. Kentucky 2-5 0-0 
Austin-Peay 5-4 0-0 
Tenn. Tech 3-6 0-0 
Jacksonville St. 5-4 0-0 
Morehead St. 6-3 0-0 
SIUE 2-5 0-0 
Eastern Ill. 4-6 0-0 
UT Martin 2-6 0-0 
Belmont 6-4 0-0 
Murray St. 4-4 0-0 
Tenn. St. 1-5 0-0 
WRESTLING 
OVERALL SOCON 
Chattanooga 2-2 1-0 
Appalachian St. 5-1 1-0 
The Citadel 1-0 0-0 
Davidson 3-4 0-1 
Gardner-Webb 2-2 0-0 
Campbell 3-2 0-0 
SIUE 0-2 0-0 
VMI 0-3 0-1 
SIUE 
Individual 
Accolades 
Senior wrestler 
Freddie Rodriguez 
won Southern 
Conference Wrestler 
of the Month for t he 
month of November. 
Senior soccer player 
Austin Ledbetter was 
selected to the first 
team All-West Region. 
Junior soccer player 
Devyn Jambga was 
selected to the second 
team All-West Region. 
Junior soccer player 
Kyle Dal Sant o was 
selected to the third 
team A ll-West Re.gion. 
For more Ohio Valley 
Confe re nce stand ings visit 
OVCsports.com 
alestlelive.com 
MEN' S BASKETBALL 
FALLS TO HOOSIERS 
READ MORE AT ALESTLELIVE.COM 
thursday, 12.08.16 
Men's soccer ends successful 
season after NCAA tournament 
Cougars make second national appearance in three years 
TERNT STUART 
Alestle Reporter 
In its appearance in the 
NCAA tournament this year, the 
men's soccer team won its first 
two gan1es, but was defeated by 
Wake Forest in the third round of 
the tournament. 
This was only the second 
time the Cougars have been 
able to make their way into 
the tournament since the 
reclassification from Division 
II to Division I in 2008. The 
other time was in 2014, when 
the Cougars lost to University of 
California Berkeley in the second 
round. 
Being able to make it 
back into the tournament was 
an important and meaningful 
t.:xperience for the players and 
coaches. 
"For me as a coach, [going 
to the NCAA tournament] was 
why I came to this school. The 
historv of SIUE soa:er is one of 
the be'st in the nation, and it was 
something I wanted to be a part 
of to try to get this program back 
to the national stage, so it meant 
a lot to me," Head Coach Mario 
Sanchez said. 
From the beginning of the 
season, the players were focused 
on starting a legacy for SIUE's 
soccer program and the school. 
Junior Forward Devyn Jambga 
said the program has been 
incredibly successful in the past, 
and he and his fellow teammates 
want to make sure the team is 
known as one of the top teams in 
the country again from this point 
forward. 
In the tournament, the 
Cougars defeated Butler 
University and Michigan State 
University in the firs t two rounds 
of the tournament after both 
games went past two overtimes 
and into penalty kicks . 
"Playing the teams we did, 
we're literally playing against 
some of the top teams in the 
cow1try, so I thought it actually 
brought the best of us out, which 
I think is exciting for the players 
and coaches," Sanchez said. 
When heading into big 
games against high-caliber 
teams like these, intimidation is 
definitely something that could 
factor into the game. However, 
the Cougars proved to be 
anything but intimidated. 
"The players were very 
confident, relaxed, but tuned in. 
The guys were in a very good 
state of mind," Sanchez said. 
Part of the team's positive 
state of mind may be in part due 
to their focus heading into the 
tournamt.:nt. Sanchez said they 
were focusing much more on 
themselves rather than the teams 
. they were playing. Specifically; 
one of the team's main goals was 
trying to be in control of the ball 
fqr a longer duration of the game. 
"Possession is critical in those 
gan1es, and I knew when the tean'I 
was w1der pressure, I'd have to 
retain possession in the attacking 
third of the field . Also, our team 
Senior midfielder Ivan Gutierrez returned a deflected ball to find the net and put t he Cougars in t he lead Oct. 22, 
at Korte Stadium. The Cougars would go on to win the contest 3-1. I Lashai Spe ncer/ Alest le 
was working on becoming fluid 
in multiple formations and ju t 
touching up on a little bit of 
everything else," Jan1bga said. 
At the begi1ming of the 
season, the Cougars may have 
never even been considered 
a candidate for the national 
championship. After the first 
seven gam.es, their record was 
1 _4:2, making it seem unlikely 
that a good season was ahead. 
But after their fourili loss, the 
team turned it around. They went 
unbeaten for their next 14 games, 
and their final conference record at 
the end of the regular season was 
8-4-5. Junior Goalkeeper Kyle Dal 
Santo believed that this comeback 
was made possible thanks to the 
team's deteqnination. 
"From where we started this 
year, it's inc.redible how we came 
together and fought for each 
other. We could've rolled over 
and let the season pass us by after 
the slow start, but we didn't. And 
that shows how committed the 
team was for working for each 
other," Dal Santo said. 
According to Sanchez, the 
Cougars will be working on 
playing the game at a higher 
tempo on both defense and 
offense for next season. He also 
said he wants to make sure to 
continue to recruit top talent that 
can help the team make it even 
further than they did this year. 
-"This year was great, 
and we 're proud of our 
accomplishments, but we aren't 
satisfied. We can squeeze even 
more out of this group for next 
year," Jambga said. 
Sanchez said he said he 
hopes the success of the program 
can bring heightened awareness 
Sophomore midfielder Ryan Walker (24), of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, attempts 
to defend junior forward Joel Duncan (13), of Mt. Vernon, as he kicks the 
ball Saturday, Oct. 30, during SIUE's 1-0 win against Loyola University 
Chicago. I Lashai Spencer / Alestle 
on campus. He said successful 
seasons like these can bring 
positive attention to the student 
body, which he wishes to keep up 
in the future. 
"Now more than anything, I 
think it puts a good pressure on 
us that each season that we not 
only want to get to this point but 
exceed what we've done this year. 
I took this job because I expect 
us to compete at d1is level every 
single year," Sanchez said. 
Contact TRENT STUART 
Call 650-3527 
Tweet @tstuart_alestle 
Email tstuart@alestlelive.com 
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Junior guard Donshell Beck slaps hands with her teammates in between free t hrow attempts during a home game against Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis Dec. 11, 2015. 
I Alestle file photo 
Women's basketball falls in championship 
KYLE STEPP 
Alestle Sports Editor 
After a 7-point victory over the Utah Valley University 
Wolverines Dec. 2, SIUE fell to the Vanderbilt University 
Commodores in the championship game on Dec. 3. The 
Cougars traveled to the United States Air Force Academy 
in Colorado for the Air Force Classic tournament. 
The Cougars had their best field-shooting performance 
against the Wolverines, turning in a 55.3 percent from the 
field and 72.7 percent from beyond the arc. 
After scoring eight points in the opening quarter, 
the Cougars scored 47 points over the second and third 
quarters to take a 55-46 lead heading into the final quarter. 
Although the Wolverines made a late push, Head 
Coach Paula Buscher said the team did a good job picking 
up assists and playing smart from the 3-point line. 
"They made a push on us, and we shared the ball well 
I thought and got some big threes. We certainly didn't take 
a lot of threes, but we made a lot of them," Buscher said. 
The Cougar bench continued to outshine its 
opponents' benches, scoring 28 points to the Wolverines' 
eight points. 
Buscher said freshman guards Maddy Greeling and 
Cloe Churchill helped fuel SIUE's victory. 
"Maddy gave us a spark, and Cloe Churchill got in and 
also gave us a spark," Buscher said. 
Redshirt junior guard Lauren White led all scorers 
with 17 points, nine points coming off three 3-point 
attempts. Junior guard Donshel Beck and redshirt junior 
forward Micah Jones hit the double digits, scoring 14 and 
11 respectively. Jones also led the game with nine rebounds. 
The Cougars returned for the championship game 
against Vanderbilt, but fell in the final quarter. After each 
of the first three quarters, it was a one-possession score. 
However, the Commodores outscored the Cougars 26-17 
in the fourth quarter, to take the championship with a 
73-63 win. 
Vanderbilt improved to 7-1 in the Southeastern 
Conference, and SIUE dropped to 2-5 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
Buscher said the team played hard despite coming up 
short late in the game, and she hopes to use this experience 
toward the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament later this 
season. . 
''I really couldn't ask more of our team except maybe 
drop some of those shots late," Buscher said. "This game 
hopefully will get us prepared and let us know what we 
need to do differently come tournament time. I was proud 
of how hard our team played today." 
Beck led the Cougars with 14 points, followed by 
White, Greeling, redshirt sophomore guard Nakiah Bell 
and junior forward Gwen Adams, all with nine points. 
After what looked like a Cougar comeback with just 
over six minutes to play in regulation, Vanderbilt went on 
a 9-1 run to seal the win and the championship. 
Buscher said the team lost their touch in the second 
half, especially at the line and from the field. 
"We had our opportunities. We just didn't knock 
down some of the shots late in the second half. We did 
some really good things tonight. I felt like if we had more 
free throws or a few more field goals it might have been a 
different game," Buscher said. 
The Cougars return home for a 2 p.m. game Sunday, 
Dec. 11, against the University of Missouri St. Louis. 
Contact KYLE STEPP 
Call 650-3527 
Tweet @kstepp_alestle 
Email kstepp@alestlelive.com 
The college football playoffs are set, 
who will win it all among these 4 teams? 
As the Clemson bench celebrates in the background, Clemson wide receiver Hunter Renfrow (13) runs for a 
touchdown against Virginia T· · he Atlantic Coast Conference championship at Camping World Stadium in 
Orlando, Fla., on Saturday, Dec . .,, ..:u16. Clemson won, 42-35. 
I Stephen M. Dowell I Orlando Sentinel/TNS 
CLARK SPENCER 
Miami Herald (TNS) 
Alabama was a no-brainer. 
Clemson didn't require much 
thought. 
But when it came down to 
choosing the third and fourth 
teams for the College Football 
Playoff, the selection committee 
had a tough choice: Ohio 
State? Washington? Penn State? 
Michigan? 
In the end, it gave the nod 
to Ohio State and Washington, 
leaving Penn State and Michigan 
on the outside looking in. 
"We've been having these 
debates for years," Penn State 
head coach James Franklin said 
after the Nittany Lions knocked 
off Wisconsin on Samrday in 
the Big Ten title game. "There's 
always going to be challenges 
with it. There always will be." 
Franklin sounded resigned to 
the committee's decision. 
"You look at the basketball 
tournament, how many teams is 
there, like 65 or something like 
that?" Franklin said. And 66, 
67 and 68 are complaining they 
should have got in. There's no 
perfect system." 
At least there was no 
quibbling with Alabama, which 
wrapped up a 13-0 season 
Saturday by dusting Florida in 
the SEC title game. The Crimson 
Tide will be bidding for a second 
straight title and five total under 
head coach Nick Saban since 
2009. 
They'll face Washi.1gton in 
one of the two semifinals on Jan. 
9 with Clemson taking on Ohio 
State in the other on the same 
day. 
Saban, who also won a 
national title with LSU, will be 
seeking to win a sixth national 
championship, which would tie 
him with legendary Alabama 
coach Paul "Bear" Bryant. 
"I haven't thought about it. 
I'm not thinking about it," Saban 
said. 
The top-ranked Crimson 
Tide are on a 25-win roll. 
Clemson ( l 2-1) returns to 
the playoff one year after giving 
Alabama a scare in the title game. 
Washington (12-1 ) is making its 
first CFP appearance. 
While Penn State (11-2) 
might have an argument for 
being left out, Ohio State ( 11-1) 
lost only once - albeit to Penn 
State - and knocked. off three 
teams in the Top 10. 
The Buckeyes won tl1e 
national title two years ago. 
READ MORE WIRE STORIES 
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM 
ALESTLE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE ~~R~S©.~~iS 
Place your classified ad 
at a time convenient for you 
using our easy and secure 
online interiace at: 
alestlelive.com/classifieds 
Deadlines: 
By noon Monday 
for l ..... rsday issue 
Having trouble? 
Call 618-650-3528 
or email 
classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC 2022 
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
HELP WANTED 
Office Clerk 
General office duties supporting 
Edwardsville law firm activities. 
Responsibilities include but not 
limited to scanning documents, 
back up receptionist, stock office 
supplies, going to courthouse 
daily, retrieving files from off 
site storage. Access to vehicle 
necessary. Will accommodate 
class schedule. 12 to 20 hours a 
week. Minimum wage to start. 
Email 
edward@ghalaw.com 
Aries: March 21 - Afril 19 
If you're tired o dealing 
with somebody toxic, take 
a break. Maybe a friend 
has been draining you with 
melodrama. Or maybe. you've 
been in an on-again, off-again 
relationship that's become 
exhausting. The moon says 
take care of yourself. 
Taurus: April 20 - May 20 
Friendly Mercury will help you 
enjoy social gatherings over 
the next few weeks. If you get 
together with family, you'll 
relax and have fun. If you're 
going out with groups of 
friends, you'll flirt, laugh and 
entertain others. 
Gemini: May 21 - June 21 
The moon is creating tension, 
and this means you need to 
slow down. Don't let anybody 
pressure you into making a 
major commitment. If you're 
involved with somebody and 
you're having fun, that doesn't 
mean that you should elope to 
Vegas. 
By Jennifer Shepherd, The Lipstick Mystic 
Monday, Dec. 05 - Sunday, Dec. 08 , 2016 
Cancer: June 22 - July 22 
With two planets working 
against you. You need to 
remain patient. It could take 
longer to get things done than 
usual. Or you might find that 
delays in your personal life are 
super frustrating. Try to stay 
focused and keep a positive 
attitude. 
Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22 
Saturn has your mind racing, 
and you have loads of stuff 
you want to do. You can't 
do everything at once. 
Compartmentalize so you can 
accomplish one task at a time. 
And make sure your honey 
understands you're busy. 
Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22 
You'll find it easier to 
communicate and write this 
week, thanks to Mercury. You'll 
do well if you have to do some 
creative writing. You'll have 
fun as you craft emails, text 
messages or business reports. 
You'll have a real gift with 
words. 
Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
Playful Mars is putting you in 
a mischievous mood. If you're 
involved with someone, you'll 
enjoy romancing your honey 
and making him or her smile. 
If you're single, you'll find it 
easier to meet people and 
charm strangers. 
Scorpio: Oct. ~4 - Nov. 2 
You're in a reflective frame 
of mind as dreamy Neptune 
amplifies your thoughts. You 
could be thinking about a 
former flame, reliving the good 
days. Or you might fantasize 
about a sexy acquaintance, 
imagining what it would be 
like to date this person. 
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
Thanks to a friendly moon, 
you're ready to make a fresh 
start. This is a good time to 
overcome bad habits. Maybe 
you should go on a detox diet 
and stop eating or drinking 
stuff that's bad for you. Or 
maybe you should let go of a 
romantic situation that is too 
negative. 
Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19 
You'll have good luck this 
week, courtesy of the moon. 
Maybe you've been trying to 
get a promotion, and this will 
finally come through. Or you 
could be interested in a cute 
guy or girl, and you'll get a 
chance to go out on a date. 
Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18 
This is a good time to dream 
big. Jupiter is reminding you 
that you still have things you 
want to accomplish in this life, 
and you need to get moving. 
Don't let family, romance or 
kids get in your way. You can 
find a way to balance your 
ambition and personal life. 
Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20 
Neptune is in your sign, 
heightening your psychic 
abilities. Keep a dream journal 
to pay attention to messages 
that come to you. Take time to 
check in with yourself to see 
if you are picking up intuitive 
vibes about people that you 
love. 
Mr. Currys India Restaurant 
in Edwardsville has immediate 
opening for Waitresses & Kitchen 
Staff. Apply at r- 1r. Currys India 
Restaurant, 
7403 Marine Rd, 
Edwardsville, Ill. 62025 
(MrCurrys.com) or 
Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®, is an astrologer and syndicated columnist with over 2 million readers. For mystical fun and psychic insights visit www.lipsticlcmystic.com. 
call Bash for details 
at 415.577.2274 
No experience needed 
Email bash_anoth@yahoo.com 
Have a story idea 
Check Out Our 
Classifieds Online( 
Ii ~ .. 
or news tip? 
Submit your news at 
alestlelive.com 
Student•rUn newspap~r 
We've got you covered ~iri9$ 1960, 
Online anytime 
Print Thursdays 
a lestlelive.com 
DO YOU ENJOY WRITING? 
Have something to say, but nowhere to say it? 
Write for our BLOG! 
Email onlineeditor@alestlelive.com 
Submissions MUST include 
name, major, school year, and hometown. 
Visit our 
- alestlelive.com/blogs 
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